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About This Game

The FULL version of Episode 1 is now complete in Early Access! Download today!

Become the master of a brand new, exciting agile third person mech shooter set on a dystopian Earth in the first episode of
Beyond Flesh and Blood.

SPACE IS EASY. PREPARE FOR EARTH.

 JOIN THE UGR. Beyond Flesh and Blood is the harsh shooter designed to push your skills to the limit.
Battle through this gory sci-fi, blast apart every enemy with powerful weapons – and unlock the frightening secrets of a 23rd

century gone rogue...

Gory violence: people being ripped in half, gibs and blood, explosions, fire, lasers…and loads more delicious gibs.
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Tough training: no easy gameplay and no cover-based shooting. Unearth your inner hardcore PC gamer...stop hiding and
get shooting!

Detailed environments: Manchester is re-imagined as a dystopian UK city, making full use of the powerful Unreal
engine

Progress is reigned in by the communications link between mind and mech - install signal towers and hack the electricity
to get online

Guns. Explosives. Industrial lasers. Enemy weapons are obtained by killing the opponent (acting as a temporary upgrade
to augment your firepower).

Custom soundtrack

Mech in Mech: the player can pilots multiple combat rigs – including enemy rigs

2+ hours story-driven game play, 12 levels before the release of the full first episode

Discover the truth about humanity’s future exile from Earth…

The year is 2281 and piloting military grade mechs is the only way back to Earth, 80 years after a Global War for resources
forced decent society to the edge of Earth’s atmosphere.

Ethan is an engineer from the United Global Remnant: the very last survivors of the human race. Space is safe, but rumours of
aliens, terrorists and a meteorite finally conscript Ethan away from humanity's last orbital home, the UGR Astralis space colony.

He must pilot a series of increasingly advanced Tactical Frames alongside the UGR at their base in Manchester, UK. With mind
control, there’s no death. But the only way to get health back is by absorbing energy spawned by fallen foes, you to fight to

survive. Once a frame is destroyed, a new one is dropped in from orbit allowing you to get straight back into the fight.

TO LEARN THE TRUTH, YOU MUST GO BEYOND FLESH AND BLOOD.

Stand your ground fearlessly. Your enemies are human, machine, alien – and unknown. And anything else we can all come up
with as a community!

Venture Beyond anything you’ve ever known - break rank and rules.

Join the UGR. Believe the impossibly dark secrets of a 23rd century Earth gone rogue...
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Title: Beyond Flesh and Blood
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Pixelbomb Games
Publisher:
Pixelbomb Games
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: Core i5 4460 or FX-8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 760/AMD Radeon 7 270X or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 40 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X 9.0 and above

English
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The visuals are quite nice, with a lovely boardgame-like map to play on, and nice detailing and backgrounds on the menus. They
certainly got their hands on a good artist. What you see in the screenshots is exactly what you get. Unfortunately that is the
ONLY thing you get.

What the game promises, and what it delivers, are two very different things. The video on the store page suggests a cunning and
strategic game of influence and military control over the uncivilized regions of the globe, but don't be fooled: The game itself
plays rather like a game of Risk where you can't see your opponent's pieces and every coastal territory is adjacent.

The game proceeds through 4 seasons each year, with the Spring phase being where you do everything, and the Summer, Fall
and Winter being largely wastes of time. Troops can be moved around in every season, but it is only in the Spring that you can
perform essential actions such as Espionage, Collect Income, and build troops (which can be used immediately).

Espionage is the ONLY way you have of learning about the world. The stats of all provinces are mysterious to you. That troop
numbers might be hidden to you is understandable...but their Income and Victory-Point value as well? It is impossible to make
any strategic decisions in the game without espionage, but this can only be done in the Springtime and anything you neglected to
scout then remains invisible to you for the rest of the year.

Attacking territories has a strong defender's advantage. The defending troops get to fire first and inflict losses first before the
remaining attackers get their chance to fire. In fortified territories the defenders get two rounds in the opening phase of combat,
and in industrial centers they fight at double-strength all the time. It is entirely possible to have your entire attacking force be
massacred in the first wave if you bring insufficient troops to the fight. But that's a big IF. You see, a player will quickly figure
out that if you attack with ENOUGH troops, you can just eat the first wave of fire, and then obliterate the defenders on your
turn. Anything less than overkill is wasted lives. The power of an army is proportional to the square of their numbers, and you
would be a fool to attack with anything short of a "Stack of Doom".

Optimal play will then result in each player gathering their troops together into a massive army coupled with a massive fleet with
which to ferry it to any shore in the world. The game becomes like a blind-folded knife fight. Guided by weak and out-of date
intel and random guessing, the armies flail at one another hoping to stab each other's vital territories when they are insufficiently
defended, block imagined or anticipated moves, and attempt violent retribution when injured. Against an AI with random
moves, it is nothing but a guessing game.

Now though I might fault Argonauts Interactive for any number of game design sins here, a little bit of internet research
revealed that this is a re-make of an old SSI title from 1991 also helfully called Colonial Conquest. All of the games sins are in
fact ORIGINAL SINS.
correction: Argonauts actually changed the combat formula in this version in a way that negatively impacts the game balance.

The product that Argonauts Interactive is bringing us is a Faithful Re-Creation of that old game. Some praise is due to them for
reviving a retro-gaming classic. ...But they don't need all that much more praise, since they already had a successful Kickstarter
campaign. And really: if you're going to resurrect a classic game from the '90s, shouldn't you pick one that was actually good?
correction: the original was from the '80s and is in fact decently enjoyable.

What we have is a skilled team who have brought us a broken classic. The original wasn't any good, and so the remake isn't any
good. This game has the potential to become good, but this can only happen if the developers abandon their nostalgia and change
this into a NEW game.

Update:
I have done some research on the original game, and found to my surprise and pleasure that it did NOT descend into a
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blindfolded knife-fight. The 1985 SSI classic is a better game than I had been lead to believe. Better than this game in fact.
The developers made a mistake in their implementation of the combat system, and this change wrecked the game balance
present in the original. A windows-compatible version of the Original can be found here for comparison: 
http:\/\/lightquick.co.uk\/coconet-version-1.0-ssi-colonial-conquest-is-back.html

There is still much work that needs to be done before I can honestly recommend Argonauts-Interactive's game.. Overall it is a
decent game which worths its price. Considering the difficulties of game design, this game is pretty good and meets the
expectations.

Pros:
- Ship and water graphics are very realistic. I liked how ships are hit and sunk.
- Sound effects are also satisfactory.
- Immersive gameplay, the feeling of being in the environment is well thought.
- Aiming and missiles are quite enjoyable actually.

Cons:
- Developers can work on the terrain to make it look better.
- There should be an option to support seated play as well.
- There is only one background music which gets to you after a while but it is not a big minus which can be arranged I believe.

Suggestions:
- Multiplayer option could bring the game to another level.
- Difficulty levels against a computer opponent may be introduced.
- Some achievements and rewards may be nice as well.

All in all it is a fun game which has VR fundementals. So good effort and keep up the good work.. Worst game ever played. Not
finished, bugged, ugly.. gameplay sux. This DLC is one of the few that are just as good as the main game itself, it has a new
weapon and a new plasmid-which kinda did change the way I played the game.Now, about the story, it is great and made me cry
at the end-just like the original.If you liked the main game, you will like this as well. 10\/10. Controls are bad, when you press
esc to pause, the only way to resume is to restart the level you were just on, oxygen is annoying, this game is just bad. It's bad.
No one should get it.. I was expecting some kind of automated clicking mechanic. But you literally have to do EVERYTHING
youtself, which makes buying the first four cards a wasted investment. Definitely needs more responsiveness, as it would only
register half of my clicks; and some degree of automatic clicking to make it less of a grind.. music: 10\/10
controls: 9\/10
graphics: 10\/10
replay value: 8\/10

pros: has 5 levels which are break down into 4 areas. the game is fast and has great music. has mission mode which is a boss
rush mode.

cons: since its a bullet hell game, this game will be hard, even on easy mode.

in short, if you like bullet hell games, this game is for you.. Absolutely amazing game. The maps get a bit repetitive, but the
gameplay is solid, deep and entertaining. The campaign is hard as balls through. It is really a shame that the development ended
after the first campaign however, it is clear that GSC had plans for more campaigns and expanding on the game...-Always the
ones with potential that dies, hopefully another studio will pick this formula up at a later date :)
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It has poor controls. It's combat is bad. Do not play even if it's free.. Once you've finally gotten the hang of the various abilities,
you lose them all and get even crappier new ones to replace them.. Good Game... but is much short, the price is too expensive
for one short game.. Decent game with simple rules. Also avoid all red objects. Luckily there's no real guessing, so you can
eventually learn patterns to get through levels and beat the target times. Pretty satisfying to get through each level, especially
after getting gold times.

More playable with a controller so that you can make those fine movements.. I did not use this game to farm trading cards.. This
is a great platformer that can be fun for both casual and hardcore players. The game offers 8+ hours of gameplay out of the box
but players can also create and share their own parks. The developer listens to community feedback and already included many
suggested features and fixes in the updates. At the moment there are some performance issues which become more apparent on
weaker machines but I'm sure they will be fixed in the future. All in all I highly recommend this game.. what a lovely, haunting,
evocative game. like everything else emily carroll writes and draws, it's *fantastic* and sticks with you a long time after you're
done with it.. If you contemplate buying this game for other reasons besides achievements. Don't.
The consept is good, but poorly executed. It will infuriate you.. What a lovely cute adventure game.
It's mainly point and click and when things fail, try again. So easy.
There are many funny things that happen when you fail , so FAIL ALOT !
Nice story too, at the end you understand why the game was made and what it's really about !
Watch the credit scenes please !
I want more of these types of games !!!. When this game was in Beta I loved it and played A LOT, but now there's a huge lack
of players.

+Great game and concept
-Nobody plays it
-The developer said they would update the game but didn't

Not recommended!
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